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Story

We are the crew!

Fantastic water magic, unboring lessons and new friendships - the magical school ship sets sail.

Volume 2 of the adventurous series

There is excitement on the Wellenkron: Something seems to be wrong in the Great Library of the Sea! Is

someone after the magical secrets guarded there?  For Marie and her friends, everyday school life is

immediately forgotten as the ship sets course for the library. When they arrive, a terrifying sight awaits the

crew, as dark magic is in the air ...

Whirling up water, freezing it, or giving it the shape of animals: In this adventurous and magical book

series for children 8 years and older, anything is possible! On board the ship Wellenkron, the floating

school at sea, cohesion, friendship and fun lessons are paramount. Full of wit and excitement, author

Anna Lisa Kiesel combines everyday school life with the breathtaking magic of the ocean. Cool

black-and-white illustrations by Leonie Daub bring the crew to life. Come aboard, too! For fans of The

School of Magical Beasts and Harry Potter.
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Anna Lisa Kiesel, born in Graz in 1989, started reading and writing before leaving school and has hardly put

down her pen since. She quickly abandoned her German studies, which she began at the age of 15, and

instead trained as a photographer and worked as a freelance copywriter. She has since dedicated herself

entirely to children's and young adult books and is constantly inspired by her daughter and son to write new

stories.

More titles in this series

Sea School of Water Magic - Allies of the Sea

(Vol. 1)

Sea School of Water Magic - The Palace of the

Oceans (Vol. 3)
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